
 

Ranacles Lyon 2023 call for proposals 

 

Transition(s) in and for language centres and language resource centres 

 

During the 2022 Congress, which focused on the future of Language Centres (LCs) and Language 

Resource Centres (LRCs) and their place in the language policies of higher education institutions, the 

question of transition(s) was raised. The 2023 edition of the Ranacles Congress will therefore focus on 

this notion in all its complexity in language and culture didactics. 

 

Transition is defined as the "passage from one state to another"1 involving a before and an after, as 

well as a triggering event. Whether fluid or abrupt, transitions are a dynamic process which can be seen 

as a rupture and can be more or less acceptable. However, from a philosophical point of view, "transition 

is above all else the vision of other possibilities" (Chabot, 2015). 

In the field of language didactics, it may be a question of looking at pedagogical tools that favour a 

transition towards new opportunities for language teaching and learning, possible support during the 

transition and in the teachers' tinkering strategies (following the example of what has been 

experienced at school, cf. Boudokhane-Lima et al., 2021) as well as by learners, with the development 

of new practices. 

It will also be interesting to address acceptance (Tricot et al. 2003) and the management of urgency 

in the face of triggers that are experienced because of the temporality of the change and/or the gap 

between the characteristics of the previous situation and the situation to be accepted. This may concern 

situations where language learners are faced with geographic or technical obstacles. Recent 

publications address the consequences of adaptations made necessary by COVID pandemics on 

both course content and on teaching-learning modalities (de Céglie, 2021; Guillaume, 2021).  

On the other hand, the question regarding the characteristics of the transition between teaching-

learning situations before and after the pandemic has been less analysed. The focus should be on what 

emerged from this problem-solving situation which generated practices that have become 

permanent (resorting to using digital tools, for example). More generally, it could also be a question of 

studying the evolution of teaching practices imposed by institutional or ministerial decisions and 

directives (temporal and material organisation, public to be accommodated, creation of specific content, 

setting up of partnerships, etc.). 

 

Towards the strengthening and emergence of teaching formats 

The transition could be approached from the point of view of pedagogical engineering as a necessary 

adaptation to the evolution of curricula, to the constraints specific to the training offer or to the 

characteristics of learners/publics (workers, continuing education students, foreign students, etc.), to 
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new attendance policies at the university, to the organisation of learning activities and the impact on 

timetables and management of premises, etc. The result is a questioning of our values and 

representations in the face of triggers that upset our usual points of reference and also lead us to 

broaden our classroom practices to promote learning. These recommendations given by the 

teacher can be at the level of investment in the university environment (third places, resource centres, 

etc.) and the social environment (Grassin, 2020) and the use of complementary tools available 

(conversation workshops, surveys, etc.) which will widen the learning space.  

Even though, this raises the question of the porosity between the formal and the informal (Babault 

et al., 2022), it also highlights the need to accompany learners in their use of digital technologies through 

"non-prescriptive" (Peraya and Peltier, 2020), "dispositive" (Caron, 2020) engineering in order to leave 

them a possible path for creative, inspired and agentive appropriation. The action of the language 

teacher is also part of a transition between the academic world and the target world of work with 

the development of professional action, both linguistically and pragmatically, by introducing the 

appropriate socio-language skills and the development of domain-specific knowledge and skills. 

 

A transition towards the widening of learning practices 

Approaching the notion of transition in relation to a didactics of languages and cultures anchored in its 

time necessarily means finding or examining practices which "widen the learning space to situations 

outside the classroom or which do not necessarily take place face to face with a teacher" (Babault et 

al., ibid).  

This may involve questioning the use of certain places (third places at the university, language 

resource centres, homogenous environments, etc.) and/or certain digital tools (platforms, applications, 

etc.), whether or not they are initiated by the learner. In addition, it may also be interesting to discuss 

the support for learning in relation to individualisation/differentiation and the assistance that the 

institution can offer according to the pathways, projects and trajectories of learners "whose rhythms are 

increasingly individual and out of phase with each other" (Pierre & Sauquet, 2022, p.31). 

We will also examine the transition between languages in the service of the plurilingual construction 

of individuals, with the integration of intercomprehension modules and the place given to the mother 

tongue as a mediating language in official texts.  

 

Transition in language didactics with regard to the ecological transition 

Considering the teaching and learning of languages and cultures within a changing society also means 

introducing lively questions within the pedagogical content, but also in the format of the courses 

themselves. This is how the awareness of the challenges of the ecological transition, desired by 

the Minister of Higher Education and Research, finds its place in language courses (through thematic 

teaching scenarios, for example), but also in the training offer as a full-fledged course sometimes 



 

involving co-teaching between a teacher of a scientific discipline and a language teacher, enriching the 

course with communicative, cultural and socio-linguistic knowledge (e.g. INSA Lyon). The ecological 

transition is also leading everyone to question teaching-learning methods, with a rational use of 

paper documents and an increase in the use of digital technology. On this point, the experience of 

hybrid distance learning refers to both an environmental and societal responsibility. When seen as 

catalysts of transformation, digital tools can contribute directly to this process of transforming 

practices and developing learner-centred systems to which universities have committed themselves. 

However, it is important to identify the limits of these tools, beyond their representations, and to try to 

use them in a reasoned way. 

 

This 2023 congress will therefore be an opportunity to address these transformative dynamics through 

the following four axes: 

- Axis 1: To what extent is the changing work environment leading language (resource) centre 

teachers to reinforce/diversify their teaching formats and/or to make room for the emergence 

of other formats? How does the teaching in these fields fit in with the transition towards learner 

autonomy and professional life? How does the institution support teachers in their work as 

language trainers in the face of gradually changing needs? 

- Axis 2: In what transition(s) are language learners in? Are these transitions on their own 

initiative or induced by the teacher's action(s)? Do they lead to a broadening of learning 

practices, linguistic enrichment and/or an approach to their socio-cultural environment? 

- Axis 3: How do pedagogical and ecological issues give rise to transition(s) in language 

didactics, in terms of both course content and format? Have teachers and learners become 

co-actors in this pedagogical transition? 

- Axis 4: This axis will welcome original proposals concerning transition(s) in the practices of 

Language Centres and Language Resource Centres. 

 

Proposals for papers, in French or in English, may be submitted in one of the four areas and should 

take the form of a 250 to 300 word abstract (excluding bibliographical references) and be accompanied 

by 2 to 5 key words. They must be submitted on the Congress website before 15th of June 2023 

https://ranacles2023.sciencesconf.org/  

Registration for the Congress will open on the 1st of May 2023 and 4 RANACLES scholarships will be 

offered to participants who have not received funding at their institution and who meet the criteria 

described on the website. 
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